Observational Data Collection
Made Easy

Simple and Easy
Data Collection, Video Coding,
Transcription and Analysis
INTERACT offers:
l Quick data collection during field observation
l Various easy video coding functionalities
l Accurate statistics with just a few mouse clicks
l Calculation of inter rater reliability
l Powerful charting and data export options
l Integration of sensor data
l And much more...

INTERACT is the first choice for
thousands of researchers around
the world for data collection and
analysis during observational
studies.
With INTERACT you don’t need to
be a multimedia pro to quickly get
accurate results and meaningful
charts.
Whether you want to code video or
conduct live observations INTERACT
saves time and money.
1. Collect complex observational
information quickly and easy
Collect codings by simply pressing
keys on your computer's keyboard
or use the mouse for coding by
choosing INTERACT’s on-screen
coding display.
INTERACT shows the video footage
of any of your coded events with just
a click of the mouse.

Discover more...

Let INTERACT play fragments of the
video repeatedly, while adding codes
and transcripts to precisely code the
current video scene.
Integrate external data such as
physiological information in your
current research process.
2. INTERACT analyzes your data
automatically
INTERACT offers a wide range of
visualization and analysis possibilities including statistics, inter-raterreliability analysis, lag sequential
analysis, contingency analysis and
more.
3. Export for further processing
Use the flexible export functions of
INTERACT to process your results in
3rd party products such as statistics
or spreadsheet programs (e.g. in
Microsoft Word, Excel, Open Office,
SPSS, SYSTAT ...).

Copy and paste charts and results
via Windows’ clipboard to any other
program to create attractive reports
and for further analysis.
4. Expand the functionality of
INTERACT in whichever way you
want
Write your own import, export, data
transformation or analysis routines
by using the built-in INTERACT
Extension Language.
These new functionalities are fully
integrated in INTERACT. They can
be shared easily with project
members and research partners
anywhere around the world.
That makes INTERACT a solution
of unlimited possibilities.

Some of INTERACT’s
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Logging data during live observation and
audio/video based coding in one single tool
Frame accurate video control
Unlimited number of videos to be watched in sync
Synchronize several videos, audio and data feeds
with a few mouse clicks
Unlimited amount of codes & transcripts that can
be assigned to points in time during data logging
Create unlimited hierarchical coding systems
Reorganize coding systems at any point in time
Log events with key strokes or by using the
on screen coding display
Copy & paste data between documents and
3rd party applications
Combine, rename and split up codes at any
time during or after data collection
Use independent variables to classify data sets
Simple integration of INTERACT data files in your
own applications due to the easy to understand
file format
Publish data in various graphs and charts
Shift data within time to match other recordings
Calculate statistics over codings such as duration,
minimum, maximum, percentage over time,
average, variance...
Calculate statistics over classes such as codes
given in class, rated versus not rated...
Calculate inter rater reliability
Create reliability charts
Calculate latency analysis
Calculate contingency analysis
Find cooccurrences of coded behavior
Trim all data based on specific codes
Filter codings based on durations
Automatically create new codings based on
previous made codings
Integrate sensor data
Create videos based on codings
Handle large projects by splitting them up into
several data files
Aggregate data files for statistical analysis with
only a few mouse clicks
And many more built in functionalities...
Care for even more? Easy in INTERACT!
It lets you add your own functionalities and
analysis routines by using the built-in
programming module.
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Visualize Sensor Data Synchronized With Your Video Footage!
In sync
DataView is an add-on module to our leading software solution
INTERACT. Both programs are in sync during replay of media files
from within INTERACT and during replay of data graphs from
within DataView. This way you can watch thousands of data
values synchronized to any kind of audio or video file used for
coding in INTERACT.

Easy to use
Use DataView to import any kind of numerical data from 3rd party
systems, such as physiological data or data from simulator
environments.

Powerful
DataView allows showing a practically unlimited number of graphs
at a time. Moreover, each graph is based on different visualization
settings (zoom level, number of values to display, color, chart
type). This allows watching data feeds coming from different
equipment and/or data that have been recorded with different
value scales or frequency.

Automated Video Editing Based on Your INTERACT Codings!
Generating videos with extracts of the most interesting scenes is
very time consuming using conventional video editing software.
With the Highlight Movie Creator you are able to create videos
based on your INTERACT codings with only a few mouse clicks!
The Highlight Movie Creator handles different formats of
multimedia videos as input (e.g. MPEG 1, MPEG 2, DivX, AVI
etc.) to create one single video from those sources. All your
source material will be converted on the fly to fit the
specifications of the selected destination format. This allows you
to create highlight videos with only a few mouse clicks without
having to take care of video formats.

Discover more at
www.mangold-international.com
email: sales@mangold-international.com
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